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Landis Communications, Inc. Signs Two New Clients:
Lotus Bakeries and NatureBridge
SAN FRANCISCO, CA (March 29, 2010) – Landis Communications, Inc. (LCI), an award-winning,
mid-sized communications agency based in San Francisco, has expanded its client roster with
two new clients: Lotus Bakeries and NatureBridge. They join LCI’s growing list of consumer,
corporate, nonprofit and technology clients.
LCI will handle the following client campaigns:

Lotus Bakeries: Lotus Bakeries produces authentic Europeanstyle cookie and cake specialties. LCI will build Lotus’ brand
awareness across the United States.
NatureBridge: NatureBridge, one of the country’s preeminent
nonprofit providers of outdoor education programs at multiple
locations in the West, has charged LCI with promoting
NatureBridge’s efforts to educate the next generation about the
value of the outdoors. To view video on NatureBridge’s
programs, visit http://www.naturebridge.org/multimedia.

“With the addition of Lotus and NatureBridge to our client roster, LCI continues to build on its
expertise in national consumer and nonprofit public relations campaigns,” said LCI President
David Landis. “LCI’s commitment to maximizing the return on investment of each marketing
dollar has been key to our agency’s success with new and existing clients.”
LCI’s other clients include marquee brands such as KMD Architects, Tishman Speyer, California
Academy of Sciences, MetLife, San Francisco Symphony, SFJAZZ, American Craft Council and
Save the Redwoods League.

About Landis Communications, Inc. (LCI)
Celebrating its 20th year of business in 2010, LCI is an award-winning, full-service San Francisco
public relations agency that specializes in consumer, consumer technology and non-profit
communications. LCI provides strategic, creative and results-driven public relations counsel to
clients in a variety of consumer-focused and business-to-business industries. LCI also is the San
Francisco member agency of the Public Relations Global Network (www.prgn.com) with 40
affiliate agencies worldwide. For further information about LCI, please visit www.landispr.com.
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